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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Maria Sautter
10119 SW 117th Ct
Miami, FL 33186-8526
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Joseph Traughber
764 Sheridan Rd
Kenosha, WI 53140-1138
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Laura-Jane Gee
4 Wfc North-23
250 Vesey St.
New York, NY 10080-0001
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Shoshana Hurand
1221 Brooklyn Ave Apt 1
Ann Arbor, MI 48104-4370
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Dennis Cleven
312 S Ingersoll St Apt 2
Madison, WI 53703-3739
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Christa Wilson
6956 Pima Ln
Chanhassen, MN 55317-9230
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Robert Anger
929 Idaho Ave Apt 7
Santa Monica, CA 90403-2957
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Dr. Andrea Reiter
308 Penn Est
East Stroudsburg, PA 18301-9023
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Kaye Fredericks
4062 Highland Blvd
Pace, FL 32571-2909
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Ms Zentura
PO Box 4111
Casper, WY 82604-0111
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Robin Stein-Corivano
370 W Broadway
Long Beach, NY 11561-3945
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Gary Carter
104 W Wesley St
Walhalla, SC 29691-2242
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Thomas Wheeler
20 Bonnie Ln
Valatie, NY 12184-5704
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Shirley Golub
425 Upper Ter
San Francisco, CA 94117-4546
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Terry Fain
703 Ozone St
Santa Monica, CA 90405-5601
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Nina Mortellito
401 E 88th St Apt 7E
New York, NY 10128-6636
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Peter Stranger
5707 Green Oak Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90068-2505
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Brett Cloud
929 Marion St Apt 104
Denver, CO 80218-3056
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
What will the world be without our animals. Just think, nothing but
two legged animals. That's a scary prospect.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Barbara Elwell
5108 NE 37th St
Kansas City, MO 64117-2729
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Alison Taurel
21021 Vanowen St Apt A210
Canoga Park, CA 91303-2855
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Gary Carter
104 W Wesley St
Walhalla, SC 29691-2242
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Julie McCord
3357 W Olinda Ln
Anaheim, CA 92804-2723
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Christopher Senn
PO Box 534
Orcas, WA 98280-0534
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Tahlia Bulaon
1601 Wintergreen Ln Unit C
Corona, CA 92879-7543
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Bev Pollard
8300 E D Ave
Richland, MI 49083-9783
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Kelly D
Norwich Lane
E Hartford, CT 06118
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Joanne Mick
3909 Reserve Dr Apt 526
Tallahassee, FL 32311-1277
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Ellen Smith
6104 Bandera Ave
Dallas, TX 75225-3392
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Stephanie Fischer
6126 E Pageantry St
Long Beach, CA 90808-4004
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Michael Shamamian
PO Box 2
Bangor, ME 04402-0002
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this very important matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Kae Barron
8101 W Pathway St
Benton, AR 72019-9375
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

These aren't personal choices. If you don't like your job, just
resign.
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who

understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Marc Stein
15220 Steinbeck Ln
Colorado Springs, CO 80921-3529
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Vira Confectioner
PO Box 374
Sunol, CA 94586-0374
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Linda Cain
1991 Willeys Lake Rd
Custer, WA 98240-9716
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Philip Wright
1274 Old Foothill Rd S
Gardnerville, NV 89460-6217
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Kyle Yonkees
7735 Saranac Pl Unit 55
La Mesa, CA 91941-3577
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Miss Tara Villa
314 N Lindberg St
Griffith, IN 46319-2118
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Kathy Hopkins
531 E Evans St
San Bernardino, CA 92404-5305
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Michael Powers
5601 E Holmes St
Tucson, AZ 85711-2423
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Kent Johnson
1047 Terracewood Cir
Ballwin, MO 63011-3623
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Miss Frances Nguyen
27991 Cascabel
Mission Viejo, CA 92692-2307
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. John Brady
1067 Valley Forge Rd
Duncansville, PA 16635-4009
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Diane M. Peluso
13417 Demetrias Way
Germantown, MD 20874-2660
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Barbara Marchand
5217 Berkeley Dr
Naples, FL 34112-5472
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Alfred Ricca
128 King St
Uxbridge, MA 01569-2120
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Michael Stuart
11 Arlington St
Auburn, MA 01501-2637
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Elizabeth Chapman
1914 Oconnell Ave
Overland, MO 63114-2415
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Sara Waller
61 Buckingham St
Meriden, CT 06451-3915
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Angela Black
1580 Monterey Rd Apt 14I
Seal Beach, CA 90740-5239
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Martha Jaegers
4095 Robert Ave
Saint Louis, MO 63116-2752
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. David Paul Xavier Burch
901 E Victoria St
South Bend, IN 46614-1339
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Karen Winnick
9355 Wilshire Blvd
Beverly Hills, CA 90210-5421
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Michael Crane
2864 Del Mar Dr
Sierra Vista, AZ 85635-6930
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Jessica Couleur
4304 E Campbell Ave Apt 2039
Phoenix, AZ 85018-3775
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Kelly Kramer
11431 Kathy Ln
Garden Grove, CA 92840-1716
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Shannon Saldana
7437 Ivy Hills Pl
Cincinnati, OH 45244-3070
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Christopher Gilmore
6438 Arlington Blvd
Richmond, CA 94805-1606
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Amanda Scuder
117 W 58th St Apt 9H
New York, NY 10019-1548
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Vivian Friedmann
17800 Burbank Blvd Apt 306
Encino, CA 91316-1665
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Regina Negri
PO Box 427
Hillsdale, NY 12529-0427
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Kimberly Phillips
2405 Bobby Ln
Santa Ana, CA 92706-1254
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Jane Engelsiepen
385 Toro Canyon Rd
Carpinteria, CA 93013-3077
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Jan Fairchild
4118 Monterey St
Los Angeles, CA 90065-3950
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Simon Teolis
5 S Star Gazer
Santa Fe, NM 87506-1211
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Brian Gillin
3005 Church Rd
Lafayette Hill, PA 19444-1707
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Eleanor Beram
126 Kinnaird St # 1
Cambridge, MA 02139-2914
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Suzanna Reiff
6394 Scorpio Ave
North Port, FL 34287-2232
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. April Dalrymple
117 S Carol Blvd
Upper Darby, PA 19082-2913
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Vicki Rider
12154 Rancho Bernardo Rd Apt A
San Diego, CA 92128-7011
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Connie Smith
1258 Bobwhite Cir
Firth, NE 68358-7530
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Lou Anna Denison
6931 E 11th St
Long Beach, CA 90815-4937
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Virginia de Veas Bravo
4693 E Leonesio Dr
Sun Valley, NV 89433-8206
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Mindy Meadows
12717 Montevista Rd
Clermont, FL 34711-8415
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Barbara Welch
330 Vista Hill Dr
El Paso, TX 79922-1520
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Holly Bacuzzi
124 Eden Roc
Sausalito, CA 94965-1308
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Roberta Sebastian
999 Hamilton Dr
Homestead, FL 33034-3700
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Jacqueline Marshall
1120 W Hawthorne St
Arlington Heights, IL 60005-5021
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Janet Miller
13331 Moorpark St Apt 206
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-3948
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Miss Michelle Palmer
6542 Portola Dr
El Cerrito, CA 94530-2643
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Dr. David Shoemaker
701 Highland Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850-1441
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Mary Jane Pecchio
420 Union St
Carlstadt, NJ 07072-1407
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Hillary Chapman
15 N River Dr
Roseburg, OR 97470-9473
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Eric Kappenberg
14350 Hoover Ave Apt 316
Briarwood, NY 11435-2131
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Trish Chaney
120 Kilgore St
Colorado Springs, CO 80911-2231
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Barbara Shefter
10795 White Aspen Ln
Boca Raton, FL 33428-2723
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Theresa Marks
2507 Bishop Ct
South Daytona, FL 32119-2564
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Susan Van Asch
PO Box 1167
Washington, CT 06793-0167
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Debbie Dillon
6301 E Catalina Dr
Scottsdale, AZ 85251-7014
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

I am writing to urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican
wolf recovery efforts in the Southwest. After ten years of
reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 wolves in the wild

lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the reintroduction goal
of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Ruth Tanner Isaks
205 Main St Apt 118
Salem, NH 03079-3116
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Jan Vinegar
12112 Denford Ct
Glen Allen, VA 23059-7058
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Kathleen Dombroski
7475 Thunderbird Rd
Liverpool, NY 13088-4157
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Margaret Seltzer
11076 Fruitland Dr
Studio City, CA 91604-3541
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
beg you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Susan Watkins
482 Riley Ave
Worthington, OH 43085-3039
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Jennifer Lynn Spirakis
80 Sherman Ave
Bethpage, NY 11714-2421
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Susan Oehler
1002 Pennsylvania Ave
Columbus, OH 43201-3335
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Debbie Dillon
6301 E Catalina Dr
Scottsdale, AZ 85251-7014
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Guy Perkins
220 Carville Cir
Carson City, NV 89703-4533
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Dec 21, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Sandra Mandeville
11361 N Highway 83
North Platte, NE 69101-7487

